
So you need vibrant, digitally printed labels, without the headache of restrictive minimum 
order quantities, printing plate costs and changing quality on every order? You�re in the right 
place�but before we get ahead of ourselves here�s how thing work from here on in.

1| 
         (Varnish or Laminate) for your label going forward. If you are happy with the price you will choose a quantity       

         that suits your requirements and you place an order.

Handy hint: Prices are volume related, so the more you order the cheaper it gets !

Handy hint: By choosing one of our existing die sizes you save the cost of a new die which could be as high as   

         R3500.00 as a once off cost.

Handy hint: We�ll print any quantity of label�BUT we have a minimum order quantity of 250 labels per variant.

2|Before we can start printing we need to sort out your artwork.

OPTION 1 

consultant, think of this as a roadmap for the designer to work with, to get to exactly what you are looking for. If 

per variant/SKU. Design is a slow and tedious process so give us a few days to send it back to you, of course if you 

have many variants/SKU�s this will extend the process.

When you receive your design/s back take a careful look and request any changes, special attention should be 

paid to spelling and content such as ingredients, instructions and layout.

design change so make sure you change everything in one session. That way you save money.

OPTION 2

You have existing artwork and would like this replicated, easy, but we need it in a certain format to be able to 

problems and incurring design charges. 

to use ask the consultant to look at the colour chart for the best CMYK match. Digital and Flexo are vastly different 

print processes and there are certain colour we cannot match exactly.



3| -

edge this on email), we move on to a physical proof. We schedule time on our press to produce a printed version 

common substrate. This is a unique offer because unlike other printers we will give you a print produced on the 

actual press, not a desktop proofer. This simply means that what you see on the proof is what you�ll get as your 

off and then we�re ready to roll.

Handy hint: The design phase could take days or weeks, depending on how fast we can get you to a design you 

like.

4|With all the approvals out of the way, we move to production phase. Your order now gets planned, printed, 

region to allow for couriers.

These are :

JHB � 5 Days

KZN � 6 Days

CTN � 7 Days

Handy hint: As you can see there are quite a few steps to get through before we can start printing, so make sure 

would hate to have your production standing, because we�re still trying to agree on a design.

So to recap: 

Quote

Delivery

-

der. This simply means approved artwork is already in place and all you need to do is place an  order, check the 

price and await delivery, which should be in the lead times quoted above.


